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Founded in 2009 by Michael and Marco Aengenvoort, ROTOCONTROL began
with building made-to-order label finishing machines offering high-quality
design and advanced customization, which ROTOCONTROL is still known for
today.
After making a mark as a supplier of innovative inspection, slitter/rewinder
machines, ROTOCONTROL harnessed their advanced technical development
capabilities to successfully expand into multilayer and booklet label solutions,
control and security label products, RFID, NFC and similar electronic tags and
labels, and more recently finishing equipment with hybrid solutions with the
evolvement of digitally printed labels.
In 2017, ROTOCONTROL was acquired by EMT International, a market
leader providing equipment for finishing in the commercial marketplace for
over 20 years, with headquarters near Green Bay, Wisconsin. The merger
brought many advantages for both companies in synergizing sales, service,
engineering and global reach.
For over 10 years ROTOCONTROL has served label printers and converters
with entry level, low investment fast and efficient slitters and rewinders to
modular systems allowing complex configurations, multi-process finishing
lines. ROTOCONTROL views finishing not as a production bottle neck, but
rather an opportunity for printers to reduce their costs and time.
With facilities in Germany & the USA, and a global agent network,
ROTOCONTROL maintains a customer-driven philosophy and the highest level
of product quality through top components, 100% servo drives for maximum
machine tension, short set-up times, low-waste generation, simple userfriendly handling, modular design for later expansion possibilities, as well as
fast training for unskilled personnel.
A large customer support team is based at both facilities providing 24x7
remote service.
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The ROTOCON and ROTOCONTROL partnership

The ECOLINE expansion into Europe, North America and Asia

In 2009, ROTOCON became the South African agent for ROTOCONTROL’s
leading-edge finishing machines.

In 2018, ROTOCON established ROTOCON Europe as a subsidiary to provide
local after-sales service for the ECOLINE range of finishing equipment to
printers and converters across the EU.

ROTOCON is owned and led by Marco’s father Michael Aengenvoort and his
brothers Pascal and Patrick. The entire Aengenvoort family completed their
engineering studies in Europe and have cut their teeth and grown up in the
labelling and narrow web industry.

In 2019, ROTOCONTROL added the ECOLINE brand as a complementary
extension of its existing finishing portfolio, offering the equipment throughout
Europe (in close partnership with ROTOCON Europe) and in North America
through the local ROTOCONTROL Americas sales and service team at its
parent company EMT International.
ROTOCON further expanded the ECOLINE range’s international reach in
October 2020 with the official registration of its subsidiary, ROTOCON Asia.

ECOLINES tie up technology & affordability
Each ECOLINE label finishing and printing system has a compact footprint,
easy-to-use control panel and open machine design to maximise operator
friendliness. A modem for remote fault finding and maintenance allows
ROTOCONTROL to respond quickly to your operators’ software and driverelated queries.
From roll-to-roll label inspection + slitting, booklets, in-mould labels, die
cutting, to digital label finishing + embellishments, the ECOLINE range ties up
technology & affordability in a user-friendly configuration.
Over 100 ECOLINE systems have been sold and commissioned in South Africa,
Mauritius, Europe, Australia and the US.

Introduction of ECOLINE
ROTOCON started developing its economy line of finishing equipment in
2013, and officially launched the ECOLINE range in early 2017, to meet the
technology investment needs of carefully balancing the highest possible
specifications with competitive pricing.
Handpicked machine builders produce the ECOLINE range according to
stringent quality specifications – solid, vibration free construction and the
latest technology – plus cost efficiency needs.
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RSI 340 | 430 SLITTING, INSPECTION
& REWINDER SYSTEM
Re-engineered as a fully servo-driven model,
featuring three servo motors (instead of two),
increasing output from 230 to 300m/min. A more
stringent web control and management system
ensures 100% accuracy. The servo upgrade has
also simplified customer maintenance.

Specifications
Max speed: 300m/min
Unwind diameter: 710 mm
Rewind diameter: 450 mm
Unwinding: automatic roll end stop function &
splicing table
Slitting accuracy: ± 0.2mm
Slitting basic package: 6 razor blades
Ultrasonic roll diameter tracking
Counting: totalised, linear & individual label
count

Available options: stroboscope inspection,
crush knife slitting, razor slitting, dual rewind,
separated waste winder.

RSI 340 | 440
Slitting, Inspection
& Rewinder System

info@rotocontrol.com

|

With operator ease, the ECOLINE RSI 340 slitter
rewinder provides a full suite of cost-efficient
standard features and is cleverly designed for
inspection and slitting of printed labels.

www.rotocontrol.com
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RSH 340 SLITTING, INSPECTION &
REWINDER SYSTEM
Fully servo-driven model with a compact
footprint, easy-to-use control panel and
open machine design to maximise operator
friendliness

Ultrasonic web guide
Slitting accuracy: ± 0.2mm
Ultrasonic roll diameter tracking
Tension control on rewind
Tension control on unwind
Inverter control draw station
Unwind splicing table
Automatic linear count
Individual label count

RSH 340
Slitting, Inspection
& Rewinder System

info@rotocontrol.com

|

We maximise operator friendliness in label
slitting, inspection and rewinding with the
ECOLINE RSH 340: compact footprint, easy-touse control panel and open machine design.

www.rotocontrol.com
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RDS 340 DIE-CUTTING &
INSPECTION SYSTEM
The most efficient die-cutting system
available for today’s demanding production
environments. The dual-purpose platform
features precision die-cutting plus advanced
roll and label inspection. Easy interchange
between the two functions enables
convenient blank label production.
The semi-automatic turret rewinder lets
operators prepare the next roll while the
current one is still running, helping to speed
up production times.

Specifications
Unwind diameter: 710mm
Rewind diameter: 300mm
Max die-cutting width: 330mm
Full-rotary max mechanical speed: 200m/min
Available options: stroboscope & inspection

RDS 340 | 440
Die cutting, slitting and
rewinding finishing system

The dual-purpose RDS platform features
precision die-cutting plus advanced roll and
label inspection. Easy interchange between
the two functions enables convenient blank
label production.

info@rotocontrol.com

|

www.rotocontrol.com
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RDF 340 | 430 DIGITAL PRINTED LABEL
CONVERTING & FINISHING SYSTEM
Featuring a full-rotary flexo print unit, an unwind/
rewind unit and waste rewind (76mm spindle), web
guide unit, slitting unit (shear/razor knives), a cold foil
and lamination/delamination module, and a die-cutting
station that can be used in semi- or full-rotary mode, this
machine provides servo-driven digital label converting and
finishing. The UV ink curing system supports printing on
any media.

Specifications
Max web width: 340mm
Max unwind diameter: 700mm
Max upper rewind diameter: 600mm
Max lower rewind diameter: 600mm
Max die-cutting width: 330mm
Full-rotary max mechanical speed: 120m/min
Semi-rotary max speed: 50m/min
Semi-rotary repeat length: 100-457mm
Die-cutting accuracy: ± 0.15mm

Available options: cold foil, hot air dryer, Wink SmartGap
(adjustable anvil cylinder), crush slitting module, in-mould
label (IML) equipment with conveyor, IML equipment with
star wheel stacker.

RDF 340 | 430
Digital Printed Label Converting
and Finishing System

info@rotocontrol.com

|

Expand label embellishments more efficiently
offline such as flexo printing, embossing,
flat screen printing and hot foiling with the
ECOLINE RDF-330.

www.rotocontrol.com
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Interested in seeing a virtual or live demonstration of an
ECOLINE machine?
Send a request to: info@rotocontrol.com

Rotocontrol International GmbH
Jacobsrade 71 | D-22962, Siek
T: +49 (0) 4154 70940-0
E: info@rotocontrol.com

EMT International (ROTOCONTROL Americas)
Inc. 780 Centerline Drive | Hobart, WI 54155, USA
T: +1 920 468-5475
E: info@emtinternational.com
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info@rotocontrol.com

|

www.rotocontrol.com

